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Recoil-distance lifetime measurements in96,97,98Ru: Search for possible onset
of collectivity at N>52
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Lifetimes of high-spin states in theN552254 Ru nuclei have been investigated via the
65Cu(36S,pyn)96,97,98Ru (y54,3,2) reactions using the recoil-distance Doppler-shift technique. The data were
collected in coincidence mode. Lifetimes have been extracted for both the positive- and the negative-parity
states in96Ru and98Ru and for the positive-parity states in97Ru. The levels studied have lifetimes in the range
2–31 ps. The observed reduced transition probabilitiesB(E2) andB(M1) are compared with the predictions
of the shell model. Theoretical implications of these results are discussed.

PACS number~s!: 27.60.1j, 23.20.Lv, 21.60.Cs, 21.10.Tg
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I. INTRODUCTION

The level structures of nuclei withN>50 andZ>40 ex-
hibit an interesting interplay between single-particle and c
lective degrees of freedom. Nuclei withN<51 are charac-
terized by single-particle behavior@1#, and collectivity
dominates the excitation spectrum of heavier nuclei withN
>55 @2#. In order to understand the mechanisms respons
for the generation of high-spin states, to search for the p
sible onset of collectivity, and to delineate the transiti
from single-particle to collective behavior, we have recen
performed extensive investigations of the 51<N<54 nuclei
94,95Mo @3#, 94296Tc @4#, 96298Ru @5#, and 97,98Rh @6#. In
particular, extensive level schemes have been establi
for 96,97,98Ru from data obtained with the early implement
tion phase of the Gammasphere array. The level structure
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these nuclei have been extended to rather high spins
excitation energies~for example,I'38\, Ex'23 MeV in
98Ru) @5#. The excitation energies, spins, and parities
most of the observed levels have been understood within
framework of the spherical shell model. In general, the o
served structures of these nuclei were found to exh
single-particle character even at the highest spins and e
tation energies. The observation ofg rays with Eg
'2 MeV, and the associated fragmentation of theg-ray
flux into many competing pathways, provided a clear expe
mental signature for the breaking of theN550 core. This
core-breaking picture is also supported qualitatively by
shell-model calculations and by the weak-coupling sche
@3#.

On the other hand, theoretical calculations have predic
g softness and shape coexistence persisting to high spin
these nuclei. Specifically, total Routhian surface~TRS! cal-
culations of Wysset al. @7# suggest the existence of de
formed neutron configurations with negative parity based
the nh11/2 neutron orbital in96298Ru. These can lead to
deformed minimum when alignedg9/2 protons are added to
the configuration. The resulting proton-neutron configu
tions would correspond to a near-prolate shape (g;0°);
however, the expected deformations are quite smallb2
,0.13) and the local minima in the TRS’s rather shallo
@8#. Experimentally, sequences of consecutiveE2 transi-
tions, with level spacings increasing with spin, have be
observed in these nuclei@5,8#. TheseE2 transitions provided
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FIG. 1. Partial level schemes of96Ru,97Ru, and 98Ru, showing only the transitions for which lifetimes could be measured. S
transitions~enclosed in ellipses! are included for the purpose of showing the complete decay sequence even though the corres
lifetimes could not be measured. The energies are labeled in keV.
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the first possible indications of the onset of collectivity f
neutron numbers as low asN552. However, it was found
that the shell model can account for theseE2 sequences
reasonably well@5#. Thus, the true nature~collective or
single-particle! of theseE2 transitions has remained a su
ject of discussion.

The transition probabilities and the transition quadrup
moments extracted from experimental lifetime measurem
are very valuable fingerprints of intrinsic single-particle co
figurations and can shed light on the true microscopic str
ture of the observed levels. Lifetime measurements, th
fore, are critical to clarifying the ambiguity~single-particle
or collective! presented by these ‘‘bandlike’’E2 cascades
This was the main motivation behind the lifetime measu
ments in 96–98Ru reported here.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experiment was carried out with a 142 MeV36S
beam obtained from the Argonne Tandem Superconduc
Linear Accelerator System~ATLAS!. This beam energy wa
found to optimize the yield of thepyn (y52,3,4) reaction
channels and resulted in an average velocity ofb;3.26%
for the recoiling nuclei. A stretched, self-supportin
02430
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1 mg/cm2 thick, 65Cu target foil was used andg rays were
detected with the Argonne-Notre Dame BGOg-ray facility,
consisting of 12 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors~25%
nominal efficiency!, four at each of the following angles
34.5°, 90°, and 145.5° with respect to the beam directi
and a 50-element BGO inner array~used as a multiplicity
filter!. The Notre Dame plunger device was employed for
measurements wherein the stretched target foil could
moved by three computer-controlled dc actuators, allow
for a good accuracy in the positioning with respect to t
stopper foil ~a stretched, self-supporting, Au foil o
10 mg/cm2 thickness!, which was kept at a fixed position
The distance between the target and stopper foils was d
mined from the measured positions of the actuators and c
firmed by measuring the capacitance between the two fo
The capacitance measurements were carried out before,
ing, and after the beam was on the target.

Because of the fragmentation of the total reaction stren
among a number of competing reaction chann
~94296Tc, 94,95Mo, 96 – 98Ru, and 97,98Rh) and the concomi-
tant complexity of the observed spectra, data were collec
in coincidence mode at 12 distances from 10 to 1010mm,
resulting in an effective lifetime range of;1 –400 ps. A
data set of approximately 165 million events was record
1-2
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RECOIL-DISTANCE LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 024301
FIG. 2. Representative double-gatedg-ray co-
incidence spectra at the forward angle 34.5° f
96Ru at the indicated distances. The 703-ke
transition, indicated by an asterisk in the uppe
most panel, is a contaminant~see text!.
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requiring a prompt coincidence between two Compto
suppressed Ge’s and at least two BGO-array elements.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The areas of the shifted~in flight! and unshifted~stopped!
components of theg-ray transitions were extracted from th
gated coincidence spectra. The relative intensities for the
served states were determined from the data collected at
Lifetimes were deduced in the usual manner from the d
tance dependence of the ratiosRd , of the intensity of the
unshifted component to the sum of the shifted and unshi
intensities, using the computer codeLIFETIME @9#. Each set
of Rd ratios defined a curve for a given transition and t
lifetimes of levels, as well as those of the correspond
feeding transitions, were extracted from fits to theseRd
curves. In extracting lifetime information,LIFETIME takes
into account corrections due to side feeding, changes in
solid angle due to the changing position of the recoili
nucleus along the flight path, velocity transformation of t
solid angle due to the relativistic motion of the ion, chang
in the angular distribution due to the attenuation of alignm
during recoil, changes in intensities due to the slowing of
recoil nucleus in the stopper, detector efficiency, and inte
conversion. In general, the most significant correction res
from the effects of the feeding of the levels under investi
tion: one component of the feeding originates from the n
higher transition in the cascade under study, while the o
represents all other unobserved feeding transitions~side
feeding!. In our measurements, for most of the transitio
under investigation, it was possible to place coinciden
gates on the ‘‘higher’’ in-band transitions feeding the lev
under consideration, thus avoiding any contribution from
side feeding. In some cases, where limited statistics did
permit clean gates on higher transitions, the lifetime of
side feeding transitions was treated as a free parameter i
fitting process. Also, to minimize the errors on each lifetim
02430
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the data for the highest transition were fitted first and the d
for transitions lower down in the cascade were added in e
successive step. The roughness of the target and/or sto
surface also affects the value ofRd for a given distanced and
therefore, the extracted lifetimes. This effect, although sm
in our measurements, can be taken into account in the fit
procedure, to a very good approximation, by treating
smallest distanced0 as a free parameter and adjusting t
other distances accordingly.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 presents partial level schemes of96298Ru show-
ing all the transitions for which reliable lifetime informatio
was extracted in the present investigation. Sample spectr
several target-stopper distances, taken with the detec
placed at 34.5°, are shown in Fig. 2, with the correspond
target-stopper distance given in the upper right corner
each spectrum. These spectra were obtained by setting g
on the 601 keV,121→101 transition in96Ru. Although this
transition is actually a triplet, it was still possible to obta
good-quality gated spectra, as Fig. 2 shows. The transit
of interest are labeled and the positions of the Dopp
shifted and unshifted peaks are marked. The presence
703 keV g ray in the spectra ford510 mm needs to be
addressed. This transition has the same energy as
forward-shifted component of the 685 keVg ray and appears
in the spectrum because it is in coincidence with anot
601-keV line~connecting the 212 and 192 levels!. However,
because the 666-keV, backward-shifted component of
685 keV g ray, is not present at 135.5°, it may be safe
assumed that all of the intensity of the 703 keVg ray at
10 mm is due to contamination.

The nucleus96Ru has three transitions~two of E2 and
one of E1 character! with rather close energie
(;1000 keV) @5#. These transitions belong to the negativ
parity sequence and are in coincidence with each other.
1-3
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B. KHARRAJA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 024301
thermore, the shifted component of this ‘‘composite tran
tion’’ at forward angles is contaminated by otherg lines
from 98Ru. Due to these constraints, no reliable lifetime
formation could be extracted for these transitions. Howev
it was possible to obtain an upper limit for the lifetime of th
17(2) level. In all, lifetimes were extracted for96Ru up to
14(1) in the positive-parity sequence, and up to 13(2) in the
negative-parity sequence, using a number of different ga
spectra. Typical fits of the data for both positive- a
negative-parity sequences are illustrated in Fig. 3, and
corresponding lifetimes are summarized in Table I. The o
previously reported lifetimes~as compiled inENSDEF! rel-
evant to the present work are for the 21 and 41 states (4.1
60.2 ps and 10.161.3 ps, respectively! and our results are
in agreement with those.

FIG. 3. Examples of fits to the ratiosRd ~as defined in the text!,
of g-ray transitions in both the positive- and negative-parity c
cades in96Ru, as a function of the separation between target
stopperd.
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In contrast with 96Ru and 98Ru, the negative-parity se
quence observed in97Ru is very weakly populated@5#; there-
fore, no lifetimes could be obtained for this sequence. Ho
ever, lifetimes have been extracted for the transitions in
positive-parity band, decaying from the 33/21 level to the
ground state; the lifetime for the 35/21 level could not be
extracted because of the weak intensity of the 876 k
(35/21→33/21) g ray. The present data indicate decreas
values oft, from 25.8 ps for the 7/21 level to 7.0 ps for the
25/21 level, then increasing up to 17.1 ps for the 1391 k
g-ray transition. Representative fits for theRd curves of the
422, 644, 933, and 1391 keV transitions are shown in Fig
the extracted lifetimes are listed in Table II. Comparis
with the compiled lifetime data~in ENSDEF! indicates a rather
poor agreement for the 422-keV (7/21→5/21) transition;

-
d

FIG. 4. Examples of fits to the ratiosRd ~as defined in the text!,
of g-ray transitions in the positive-parity cascade in97Ru, as a
function of the separation between target and stopper,d.
al and
TABLE I. Energies, spins, relative intensities, lifetimes, and comparison between the experiment
theoreticalB(E2) values for levels up toJ5(161) and 17(2) in 96Ru.

Eg Ji→Jf I g t B(E2)expt B(E2)SM B(E2)expt B(E2)SM

~keV! \ % ~ps! 1023e2 b2 1023e2 b2 ~W.u.!a ~W.u.!a

832 21→01 100.0 5.160.5 40.163.9 41.46 15.3061.5 15.8
685 41→21 94.1 9.861.0 55.365.6 52.72 21.662.1 20.1
632 61→41 82.8 18.361.4 44.264.5 39.38 16.961.7 15.0
801 81→61 64.1 13.761.2 18.062.0 20.72 6.8760.8 7.91
867 101→81 55.1 5.160.5 32.6463.2 39.5 12.561.2 15.1
601 (121)→101 12.5 30.964.8 33.6665.2 34.44 12.862.0 13.2
1262 (141)→(121) 22.7 3.560.3 6.8761.0 31.53 2.636 0.4 12.0
761 (161)→(141) 10.3 <10.7 >38.8 13.1 >14.8 5.0
704 7(2)→5(2) 55.1 10.261.3 46.265.9 49.41 17.662.3 18.9
660 9(2)→7(2) 61.1 12.061.2 54.365.4 62.12 20.762.1 23.7
849 11(2)→9(2) 51.3 3.760.7 50.069.5 53.1 19.163.6 20.3
953 13(2)→11(2) 38.2 3.160.6 33.566.4 45.15 12.662.4 17.2
1004 15(2)→13(2) 24.2 35.05 13.38
1197 17(2)→15(2) 24.1 <6.0 >8.0 24.58 >3.0 9.36

a1 Weisskopf unit~W.u.! 5 2.6231023e2 b2.
1-4
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TABLE II. Energies, spins, relative intensities, lifetimes, and comparison between the experiment
theoreticalB(E2) values for levels up toJ539/21 in 97Ru.

Eg Ji→Jf I g t B(M1)expt B(M1)SM B(M1)expt B(M1)SM

~keV! \ % ~ps! 1023mN
2 1023mN

2 1023 ~W.u.!a 1023 ~W.u.!a

422a 7/21→5/21 100 25.862.7 29.463.1 43.1 16.461.7 24.1
700a 17/21→15/21 71.0 16.461.8 10.161.1 9.0 5.760.6 5.0
594a 27/21→25/21 15.3 7.160.9 38.364.9 15.2 21.362.7 8.5
468a 29/21→27/21 14.7 10.261.3 30.863.9 37.0 17.262.2 20.7

Eg Ji→Jf I g t B(E2)expt B(E2)SM B(E2)expt B(E2)SM

~keV! \ % ~ps! 1023e2 b2 1023e2 b2 ~W.u.!b ~W.u.!b

778b 11/21→7/21 86.1 15.162.3 16.0762.4 7.1 6.0560.9 2.67
648b 15/21→11/21 87.2 16.762.3 42.865.9 31.0 16.1262.2 11.67
193b 21/21→17/21 37.7 10.661.2 0.2560.03 0.210 0.1460.01 0.117
933b 25/21→21/21 20.1 7.060.8 16.461.9 14.4 6.1860.7 5.42
644b 33/21→29/21 20.7 <18.0 >38.8 21.7 >14.6 8.17
1391b 39/21→35/21 14.2 <20.1 >0.92 4.21 >0.40 1.58

aFor theseM1 transitions, 1 Weisskopf unit51.791mN
2 .

bFor theseE2 transitions, 1 Weisskopf unit~W.u.! 5 2.6531023e2 b2.
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the reasons for this lack of agreement in this one case are
readily apparent.

It was possible to extract lifetimes for the levels belo
spin 18\ in the positive-parity sequence~states between 21

and 181) in 98Ru. In this case, the forward-shifted comp
nent of the 825 keV transition (61→41) could not be re-
solved from the 848 keV transition feeding the 81 level.
Therefore, the shifted component in the backward detec
was used to extract the lifetime of the 61 level. Although,
the backward component has an energy of 801 keV, clos
the energy of the transition feeding the 92 state, it was easy
to resolve this problem by obtaining spectra gated by tra
tions above the 61 level. On the other hand, to minimize th
contribution from the contaminant transitions, only the u
shifted component was used to obtain a lifetime for the 8
keV transition feeding the 101 state. Because the statistics
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the spectra obtained by setting coincidence gates above
141 level was rather poor, the spectra used to extract l
times of the 1032, 1070, and 726 keV transitions were
tained by using gates below the 101 level. In these cases, a
described earlier, the side-feeding effects were accounted
by assuming a single lifetime associated with all unobser
feeding and treating it as a variable parameter in the fits.
side feeding time corresponding to these transitions is a
shown in Table III.

Due to lack of sufficient statistics, lifetimes in th
negative-parity sequence have been extracted only for s
below the 132 level. Decay curves of the 653, 811, 995, a
1070 keV transitions are presented in Fig. 5 and Table
summarizes the transition energies, spins, and measured
times forg rays belonging to98Ru. A comparison with the
previously-reported lifetimes indicates very good agreem
en the
TABLE III. Energies, spins, relative intensities, lifetimes, side feeding times, and comparison betwe
experimental and theoreticalB(E2) values for levels up toJ5181 and 132 in 98Ru.

Eg Ji→Jf I g t ts f B(E2)expt B(E2)SM B(E2)expt B(E2)SM

~keV! \ % ~ps! ~ps! 1023e2 b2 1023e2 b2 ~W.u.!a ~W.u.!a

653 21→01 100 8.061.2 85.8612.9 41.35 31.964.8 15.37
746 41→21 78.4 11.062.3 32.166.7 35.22 11.962.5 13.1
825 61→41 59.1 6.260.7 34.7063.9 28.39 12.961.5 10.6
904 81→61 24.3 20.163.0 6.7261.0 12.79 2.5160.4 4.75
848 101→81 28.4 6.660.5 28.1862.1 41.45 10.560.8 15.4
821 121→101 24.3 9.360.7 23.561.8 5.86 8.7160.7 2.18
1032 141→121 31.5 2.160.2 0.5 34.0063.2 26.82 12.661.2 9.97
1070 161→141 32.2 4.561.1 1.0 13.063.2 87.14 4.8261.2 32.4
726 181→161 24.5 <8.7 >59.0 >22.0
811 92→72 3.2 20.663.0 11.361.6 9.1 4.260.6 3.38
800 112→92 6.3 4.160.4 60.7166.2 54.53 22.562.3 20.3
995 132→112 12.2 <2.3 >43.6 44.97 >16.2 16.7

a1 Weisskopf unit~W.u.! 5 2.6931023e2 b2.
1-5
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B. KHARRAJA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 024301
for the 21 state~ENSDEF value 8.860.3 ps), but a signifi-
cant difference for the 41 state ~ENSDEF value 3.3
60.8 ps); again, the reasons for this disagreement are
readily apparent.

In order to evaluate the effect of the sidefeeding on
extracted lifetimes, we have compared the lifetimes for
632-keV, (61→41) transition in 96Ru, obtained with and
without side feeding. In the first case, a coincidence gate
set below this transition and led to a value oft1
520.1(2.3) ps. This compares witht2518.3(1.4) ps, ob-
tained with gating on the high-lying transitions feeding t
61 state. Similar analyses have been performed for the 8
keV (81→61) transition in 96Ru, as well as for the 653
and 746-keV transitions in98Ru. In all cases, the differenc
betweent1 and t2 is about 10% and falls within the erro
bars of the quoted numbers, thus establishing the veracit
the treatment of side feeding in our analyses.

V. DISCUSSION

The negative-parity sequence of96Ru includes quadru-
pole transitions with energies increasing with spin. Theg ray
transitions in this cascade, observed between spins 72 and
232, have respective energies of 660, 849, 953, 1004, 11
1440, and 1600 keV and may be constructed as formin
rotational band. However, as mentioned earlier, good ag
ment was obtained between the spherical shell model ca
lations and the experimental excitation energies, sugges
that invoking collectivity may not be necessary. A clear
dication of the collective nature of these transitions would
provided by strongly enhancedB(E2) transition probabili-
ties in comparison with the Weisskopf estimates~W.U!.
However, the experimental transition probabilities for t
transitions in this sequence are all rather sm
(<20 W.U.), thus establishing their non-collective origin

We have compared the experimentalB(E2) values with
theoretical predictions from spherical shell model calcu

FIG. 5. Examples of fits to the ratiosRd ~as defined in the text!,
of g-ray transitions in both the positive- and negative-parity c
cades in 98Ru, as a function of the separation between target
stopperd.
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tions. The calculations were performed within the mod
space named GL in the codeOXBASH @10#. This model space
encompasses thep(p1/2,g9/2) andn(d5/2,s1/2) orbits outside
the 88Sr inert core. The two-body matrix elements we
taken from the work of Gloeckner@11# and include no con-
tribution from core excitation. Within the restricted mod
space used, the maximum angular momentum possible
96Ru, with six valence protons and two valence neutro
outside 88Sr, is J516\. Details of these calculations ar
provided in Refs.@5,12# and the results are summarized
Table I. As can be seen, there is a rather good agreem
between the experimental transition probabilities and
shell-model estimates for96Ru up to spin 121. This, in it-
self, is quite remarkable considering the very limited co
figuration space used in these calculations@5# and, affirms
the validity of the two-body interactions employed. On t
other hand, the calculated and experimentalB(E2)’s are sig-
nificantly different for the states above the 141 level @for
example, for the 1262 keV transition,B(E2)SM;5
3B(E2)exp#. However, this discrepancy occurs near the s
where the breaking of theN550 core is observed@5# and the
shell-model calculations become overly elaborate and c
plex. The shell model calculations also reproduce fairly w
the experimental transition probabilities for the negative p
ity sequence up to spin 132.

It would appear, then, that although the aforemention
negative-parity cascade comprises a series ofE2 transitions
with energies increasing monotonically with the spin~akin to
those in a collective rotational band!, it, in fact, corresponds
to a structure of single-particle nature. The states of
positive-parity cascade are, as expected, associated
single-particle excitations.

A similar comparison between the experimentalB(E2)
and B(M1) values and their shell-model counterparts
97Ru is presented in Table II. In general, there is again go
agreement between the experimental and the calculated
ues especially for the 15/21, 17/21, 21/21, and 27/21 lev-
els. However, the agreement between the calculated
measured transition probabilities is of a poor quality for t
5/21, 7/21, 11/21, and 25/21 levels. These also are leve
whose energies were reproduced rather poorly by the sh
model calculations@5#, thus indicating that the intrinsic con
figurations of these levels are quite different from those
sumed in the calculations.

In Ref. @5# we have reported aDJ52 sequence built on
the 112 level in 97Ru. Its energy spacing is similar to othe
observed in the99,101Ru nuclei @2#. However, in these
heavier isotopes (N555 and 57!, the negative-parity cas
cades are much stronger and are of collective nature, inv
ing the h11/2 orbital. Unfortunately, no lifetimes could b
extracted for this cascade in the present work. Therefore
light of our results, it is not possible to confirm or rule o
about the onset of collectivity in the Ru nuclei atN553.

The level scheme of98Ru consists of two separate s
quences of positive and negative parity with no interba
transitions above spin 61 @5#. The positive-parity sequenc
shows transitions without any regular pattern, while t
negative-parity sequence consists of states with a rather r
lar spacing and linked byE2 transitions of energies 800

-
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RECOIL-DISTANCE LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 024301
995, 1230, 1287, and 1404 keV, respectively, between
levels 92 and 192. At first glance, this sequence also re
sembles a rotational band. However, in our previous wo
@5#, we have presented a description of these levels in ter
of spherical shell model calculations. Just as in96Ru, reason-
able agreement was obtained between the theoretical and
perimental values, up to the highest spins observed. Furth
more, in a previous attempt at understanding the nature
98Ru, IBA calculations were performed for the low-lying
levels ~up to spin 101), leading to the conclusion that98Ru
can be described well by the IBA-1 model~in its vibrational
limit ! up to spin 81, beyond which the experimental excita
tion energies deviate significantly from the calculated on
@13#. A different explanation for the structure of98Ru has
been suggested by Samudraet al., using the surface-delta
residual interaction in a two-quasiparticle-plus rotor mod
@14#. Further, E2 transitions of almost equal energ
(;2 MeV) are observed in this nucleus at high spin, b
yond the value where ‘‘core breaking’’ occurs.

Table III shows a comparison of the experimentalB(E2)
value for 98Ru with those obtained using the shell mode
calculations. It is clear that the agreement between the the
and the experiment is less satisfactory for the positive-par
cascade than it is in the case of96Ru. In particular, the cal-
culatedB(E2) of the 21→01 transition~653 keV! is only
about half as much as that extracted from the measured l
time of this level~which, as pointed out earlier, confirms th
previously-measured lifetime of this transition@15#!. On the
other hand, there is good agreement between experiment
theory for theB(E2) values in the negative-parity sequenc

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, lifetimes have been measured with the rec
distance method for the low- and moderate-spin transitio
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in 96,97,98Ru in order to investigate in detail whether the o
servedE2 ‘‘bandlike’’ cascades in these nuclei are of co
lective nature. The results were compared with prediction
spherical shell model. The experimental transition proba
ties were found to be in agreement with the shell-model
culations for 96Ru up to spins where the onset of theN
550 core breaking had been previously observed. Altho
extended calculations, taking into account all the configu
tions involved, are beyond the scope of this work, it is cl
that single-particle excitations dominate the yrast and n
yrast structures in this nucleus. The positive parity state
97Ru are also associated with single-particle nature, in
case too, any better agreement between the theoretica
the experimental transition probabilities, would require m
elaborate shell model calculations, involving specifically
g7/2 orbital. The experimental data are not sufficient to dr
any conclusions regarding the possible presence of colle
ity in the negative-parity cascade of this nucleus. A qual
tive agreement between the experimental transition p
abilities and shell-model calculations has been obtained
98Ru as well. The measured transition probabilities in98Ru
suggest that this nucleus is most likely characterized by b
single-particle excitations and by a vibrationlike behavior
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